
Fast, Safe & 
Hygienic

Pebble Ice the perfect ice solution for 
the healthcare environment

When it comes to the healthcare environment Pebble Ice is the 
perfect chilling solution. 

Ranging in size from 16mm w x 7mm deep x 8mm high through 
to 18mm w x 1mm deep x 16.5mm, Pebble Ice is SAFE and 

reduces the risk of choking when used in drinks and its solid 
state offers a fast cooling effect in drinks and around food. 

Its FAST production mode provides its first harvest within 3 
minutes and with HYGIENE at its upmost importance the Pebble 

Ice maker can be thoroughly cleaned with vinegar and water and 
the ice bin sanitised without the need for tools or a service call. 

 Furthermore the Dispenser Series eliminates any human contact 
with the ice, avoiding the risk of germs spreading.

FAST
• Ice begins to harvest in 3 minutes

• Fast cooling effect, offers good cover 
inside a drink or around products

HYGENIC
• Easy to clean inside, keeping ice sanitary

• Hands free dispenser machines available

SAFE
• Its small size reduces choking hazard

1L water = 1Kg ice 

Save water & reduce your ongoing costs



The Green Future
Built to last with neutral impact on the environment

Featuring environmentally friendly R290 (HFC FREE) Refrigerant - Brema is focused on providing the best quality ice 
machines whilst being an eco-sustainable manufacturer. 

The key benefits of R290 refrigerant is that the gas itself has a lower Global Warming Potential (GWP) rating compared to 
other gases which means less impact on the ozone layer.

Eco-active Brema units: 

13g head units 

13g Dispensers

Granular flake ice maker head units

But wait there’s more
All Brema ice makers are Electromechanical which means less breakdowns, quicker parts replacement and more first time fixes

Are tropical rated at +43oC so ideal for the Australian climate

Come with Free water filter kit and 3 year warranty


